SAVE THE DATE
NOVEMBER 29, 2017

Please join us for an evening sharing best practice Architectural Design. Dr. Bentel has lectured at Yale University
in New Haven, and will join us November 29th at the Yale Center in Beijing only for this lecture.

AIA International Region

Nourishing the Senses
Restaurant Architecture of Bentel & Bentel
Presented by

Dr. Carol Bentel, FAIA

November 29, 2017 (Wednesday) BEIJING
6:00 – 8:30 p.m.
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Bentel & Bentel

The AIA International Region is honored to welcome our Beijing-based community of architects, colleagues, experts and friends. We value
to opportunity to meet you and work together toward a sustainable built environment. AIA IR Immediate Past President Dr. Bruckner will share the
goals of our Region in Beijing and the Asia Zone 2, introduce our VIP guests, hosts, Presidents of our AIA Shanghai + AIA HK chapters and
ground the discussion on the importance of ‘Nourishing the Senses’ with human-focused design through a brief introduction to our wood-enriched
venue, the Yale Center Beijing designed by AIA Firm M Moser Associates. Special guest, Dr. Chris Bielecki – Deputy Director of ATO BJ - will
engage the audience and AHEC’s John Chan will introduce keynote speaker, Dr. Bentel to share the work of her firm, Bentel and Bentel. All are
welcome for Q & A, discourse and cocktails in the open foyer.
Carol Bentel, FAIA, is a Fellow of the American Academy in Rome, FAAR '94. She has taught at Harvard, MIT, Georgia Tech, and the
Architectural Association in London. In her talk to AIA International, Carol will share her experience in restaurant design and the collective
research that her firm, Bentel & Bentel, has been doing for the last 30 years. She will discuss many of the issues surrounding hospitality design,
including the use of natural materials and art, and the firm's stated goal of making spaces that become community institutions that endure, rather
than relying on design conventions. Her talk will also touch on how the firm seeks inspiration from local history, regional styles, prevailing building
methods, environmental conditions and the landscape or urban context in which they are working.
This lecture is a double event with AIA Shanghai and AIA Hong Kong - two International Chapters in the Asia Zone 2 serving members of the
American Institute of Architecture International Region and sharing global best practice as a leadership platform for the profession. Carol will first
present her talk in Beijing at the Yale Center on November 29th, and then in Hong Kong at the American Club on December 4th, 2017.
Dr. Carol R. Bentel, FAIA, ASID, IIDA
Partner of Bentel & Bentel
Carol R. Bentel received her undergraduate degree in architecture at Washington University and her graduate degree
in architecture at North Carolina State University. Prior to receiving her PhD in the history and theory of modern
architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, she was a Fulbright Scholar at the University of Venice.
She has delivered lectures at Yale, Harvard, MIT, the Architectural Association in London, and at the Centro
Palladio in Vicenza . Carol has published numerous articles on Italian Modernism and has also been the national
chair of the AIA Committee on Design.
Bentel & Bentel
Since its founding in 1957, Bentel & Bentel, Architects/Planners, has acquired a reputation for superior contemporary design. Their work is
consistently bold, modern, creative and beautifully resolved. It spans a wide range of building types and scales, from urban environments to refined
interiors and furnishings. They consistently demonstrate their belief that great design manifests its virtues in both practical and aesthetic ways.
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LUH
DATE
TIME
VENUE

1.5 LUs/HSW
November 29, 2017 (Wednesday)
6:00 - 8:30 PM
Yale Center Beijing
36th Floor, Tower B, IFC
#8 Jianguomenwai Avenue,
Beijing

PROGRAM

6:00- 6:30
6:30 – 7:00
7:00 - 8:00
8:00 - 8:30

Tour YCB with venue AIA architects from M Moser
Registration | Cocktails | Refreshments
VIP Welcomes | Presentations | Q&A
Open discussion| Cocktails

REGISTRATION
FEES

AIA Members
Yale Alumni
Non-Members
Students

RMB 50.00
RMB 50.00
RMB 100.00
Free with confirmation

